
The Best File Repair Toolkit for all Corrupted
Files from Wondershare
Wondershare File Repair series is a comprehensive Toolkit to mend data from corrupted files in Word,
Excel, PowerPoint, and PDF formats. 

SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG, CHINA, May 20, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Recovering damaged files
has been made easier thanks to Wondershare Word Repair Tool, Wondershare Excel Repair Tool,
Wondershare PowerPoint Repair Tool, Wondershare PDF Repair Tool which collectively is
referred to as Wondershare File Repair Toolkit. It is a simple software that doesn’t need prior
technical skills to use.

Wondershare Word Repair Tool repairs corrupt Microsoft Word Files (.doc, .docx.) safely in their
original text, images, headers, footers, font (name, size, and color), and hyperlinks. 

It can repair .doc and .docx file formats affected by issues of starting repagination, showing
unreadable characters or have been rendered inaccessible.

While performing file repairs, after scanning, Wondershare Word Repair Tool displays a preview
of files in three different formats.

The tool also showcases three repair options：
• Simple Repair- deals with repairs on ‘.doc.’ and ‘.docx.’ Files with minor corruption.
• Advanced Repair- repairs severely corrupted .doc files where the simple repair component has
failed.
• Raw Recovery- repairs corrupted Word files in RAW text or machine-readable format.

Wondershare Word Repair Tool supports MS versions 2013, 2010, 2007, 2003, 2002, and 2000,
Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, 2003, XP, 2000, and NT.

Wondershare Excel Repair Tool fixes all Excel file corruption errors like un-recognizable formats,
unreadable Excel files content in .xls the inability of Excel to display contents files format .xlsx.

It can preserve Excel worksheet properties, and cell formatting, restore formatting of the
available charts, condition formatting rules, features of a worksheet, user defined charts,
engineering formulas, numbers, texts, etc.

It provides real-time pre-recovery preview featuring an Explorer-style user interface and a log
report for in-depth analysis.

Wondershare Word Repair Tool can repair corrupt files made in MS Excel 2016, 2013, 2010, 2007,
2003, 2002, and 2000 while On the Mac OS it can only fix ‘.XLSX’ files created in MS Excel 2008
and 2011. Thus, it supports Windows (10, 8, 7, Vista, XP, and NT) and Mac OS (OS X 10.5 and
above).

Wondershare PowerPoint Repair Tool repairs corrupt MS PowerPoint (.ppt/.pptx/.pptm) files and
recovers forms, tables, controls, modules, OLE object, VBA code, hyperlinks, comments, etc.

The professional PowerPoint repair tool has a risk - free approach that can repair all cases of
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corrupted PPT files, thereby facilitating complete repair of all content. It can also fix PowerPoint
macro-enabled (.pptm) file and restore all PowerPoint objects with macros attachments.

The tool also features batch -recovery options able to repair and restore any number of
PPT/PPTX/PPTM files and also Preview repaired files, allowing you to decide whether or not to
keep them at a user – specified location. It also displays the results before purchase.

The repair tool can repair severely corrupt PowerPoint files by performing a signature – based
recovery of PPT files to recover your crucial data.

Wondershare PDF Repair Tool has been built to serve the needs of both Windows and Mac
users. It features Stellar Repair for PDF, a software effective in repairing corrupt PDF files created
by Adobe Acrobat, restoring contents such as headers, footers, forms, page format, etc. It can
also repair data in external storage devices.

Wondershare PDF Repair Tool has a user Interface that helps users repair damaged PDF files
without having any technical knowledge of how it runs or operates.

For damaged video files as a result of improper download, file header corruption or virus
attacks, the Wondershare File Repair Toolkit comes in handy. It is a combination of all the
software mentioned above, with the capacity to work on all file formats (MS Word, Excel,
PowerPoint).

The Toolkit can also perform repairs on zip files, fixing all corruptions resulting from virus
attacks, bad sectors on the disk, incomplete downloads, etc. It can handle large files as 800 MB,
perform recovery for unprotected zip files till WinZip 19.0, and is compatible with Windows 8, 7,
Windows 2000, XP, and NT.

About Wondershare

Founded in the year 2003, Wondershare Technologies has been in the forefront to create
innovative solutions with a software-based approach. What makes them unique is their focus on
community building, transparency, and simplicity. They also have other products such as
Wondershare UniConverter (Video Converter Ultimate), Wondershare Mobile Trans, and
Wondershare Filmora, amongst others.
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